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     Fluid milk yields off the dairy farm continued their downward slide. Adding to the lighter

     supplies are 90+ temperatures in the Midwest this week. That said, nighttime and morning

     temperatures are reported as generally pleasant for cow comfort. Some self-imposed drawdowns

     have affected milk output, as well. Bottling demand is seasonally slower. However,

     cheesemakers are busy and in search of spot loads. Spot milk prices were slightly higher

     than last week on the low end of the range. Some cheesemakers are expecting continued

     increases in prices as cheese markets are resolutely bullish and as milk supplies wane.

     Cream availability is diminishing. Right now, butter makers are either looking for bulk

     butter and/or churning contractual cream supplies. Spot cream is beyond their fiscal

     feasibility. Ice cream producers are reporting increasing cream prices, and some are hopeful

     the increases are very temporary. That said, with tightening milk supplies, the heat's

     impact on milk components and bullish dairy commodity markets nearly across the board, firm

     cream markets may be here for the season. Winter wheat harvest has begun in the southern

     Central region. Corn planting is nearing completion, well ahead of the wet 2019 season, in

     most of the upper Midwest. In some upper Midwestern pockets, fields remain too wet to work.

     Some contacts say alfalfa cutting has been delayed in the upper Midwest, by roughly two

     weeks. Farmers there are hopeful the recent/current warmer weather will assist.

     The DMN monthly average of the range price series for Upper Midwest Class II cream during

     May was $1.7044, compared to $1.1746 in April.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   0.75 -  3.00

     Trade Activity: Active

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.3000 - 1.5000

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.1786 - 2.4029

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.3600 - 1.5000
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


